SEGMENT FOLDING MACHINE

ASK 3

Segment folding machine of the
3rd generation - ASK 3
For more than 60 years we have been supplying workshops with folding machines.
They are part of the standard equipment in workshops and at construction sites and
are considered as reliable precision tools.

The new ASK 3 is the ﬂexible machine for real folding specialists.

The ASK 3 that replaces the ASK has been constructed
based on decades of experience in manual folding
machines that are aimed at workshops and construction sites. The ASK 3 is the improved ﬂexible machine
for real folding specialists: Segmented tools on all beams allow larger clearances for complex work pieces.
It‘s the design details that make the ASK 3 a valued
everyday tool in craftsmen‘s workshops:

3FBSWJFXWBSJBCMFHBVHFBSNTXJUITDBMF
NPWBCMFPOMJOFBSHVJEFJODMUJQQJOHHBVHFT

t5IFRVJDLUPPMDMBNQJOHXJUIBOFDDFOUSJDESJWFPO
the clamping beam and the folding beam
increases precision and the clamping force. It can
be opened and closed with one simple move - this
reduces set-up times towards zero.
t5IFNVMUJTUBHFESJWFPGUIFDMBNQJOHCFBNFOBCMFT
the use of various tool heights. Segmented tools on
the clamping beam, bottom beam and the folding
beam provide an exciting range of free space for
bending complex pieces.
t'SFFTQBDFVQUPNNBUUIFDMBNQJOHCFBN 
VQUPNNBUUIFCPUUPNCFBNBOEVQUP
NNBUUIFGPMEJOHCFBN
These large tool clearances extend your product
range enourmously and increase your ﬂexibility.

Standard equipment
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1BUFOUFEUPPMDMBNQJOHXJUIFDDFOUSJDGPSRVJDLDIBOHJOHPGDMBNQJOHBOEGPMEJOHCFBN
tools with only one move
Multi-stage clamping beam drive for four different tool heights
(PBUATGPPUCMBEF NNIJHI é TIBSQ DMFBSBODFNN GPPUXJEUINN 
GSFFTQBDFNN TFHNFOUFEJODMDPSOFSQBSUT NBUFSJBMTUSFOHUI/NNñ
Bottom beam blade, free space 55 mm, segmented incl. corner parts
$PNCJGPMEJOHCMBEF NNIJHI NN GSFFTQBDFNN 
segmented incl. corner parts
5PPMTFHNFOUBUJPOGPS NNNNQMVTYNN
DPSOFSQBSUT XJUINNMFOHIUTQMVTNNTFHNFOUT XJUINNMFOHUI
QMVTYNNTFHNFOUT
Angle indicator
Angle gauge
Support table for tools
'PPUQFEBMGPSPQFOJOHBOEDMPTJOHPGDMBNQJOHCFBN
.BDIJOFPODBTUPSTmYFEBOETUFFSJOHDBTUPST MPDLBCMF

Special equipment
ASK 3
WBSJBCMFHBVHFBSNT NNXJUITDBMF 
NPWBCMFPOMJOFBSHVJEFJODMUJQQJOHHBVHFT
Additional tipping gauge
$VUUJOHEFWJDFJODMMJOFBSHVJEFGPSNBYTIFFUUIJDLOFTT NN4U
(Only for standard folding beam heights)
Tool case
Tool set to form window sills suitable for tool height:
DMBNQJOHCFBNNNNNNN
folding beam standard or lowered
'PSGVSUIFSUPPMTQMFBTFTFFQBHF
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Gauge options provide optimum efﬁciency
The ASK 3 ensures an increased productivity gain through its smooth gauges
and the new gauge for the bending angle.

0QUJPOBMWBSJBCMFHBVHFBSNTXJUITDBMF 
NPWBCMFPOMJOFBSHVJEFJODMUJQQJOHHBVHFT

Clamping beam force adjustment

'PMEJOHCFBNBEKVTUNFOU

Smooth gauges

New gauge for the bending angle

The freely positionable sheet support- and gauge
arms are constructed in a way that they can easily
CFNPWFEBOEmYFE5IFTIFFUTVQQPSUBSNTDBOFBTJMZ
be manipulated from the operator side. Hence, unnecessary walking routes around the
machine can be avoided.

A very practical feature is the new, push-back gauge
for the bending angle. This means that the operator
can keep an angle gauge adjustment and can
nevertheless e.g. hem a ﬂange. The gauge can easily
be pushed in so that the folding beam is free.

'VSUIFSNPSFJNQSPWFEJTUIFBEKVTUNFOUPGUIFDMBN
ping force and the folding beam. They can be adjusted
now with knurled screws without any additional tools.

Besides of these improvements the developers have
expanded the ASK with a generous deposit station for
currently not needed tool segments.

Multiple options and new design
Apart from numerous tool options, also the design of the machine has been
SFWJTFEBDDPSEJOHUPUIFMBUFTUFSHPOPNJDSFRVJSFNFOUT

Optional: Tool case (picture above)
'PPUQFEBMGPSBGBTUPQFOJOHBOEDMPTJOHPGUIFDMBNQJOHCFBN QJDUVSFCFMPX

Optional: high tools

Bigger clearances create opportunities
*OBEEJUJPOUPUIFBQQSPWFEXPSLJOHMFOHUIPG
NNBOENN UIFOFX"4,JTOPXBMTPBWBJMB
CMFJOUIFWFSTJPONN
This machine that is popular amongst plumbers since
many years has also been improved in several points
regarding its handling.

Segmented tools on all beams provide bigger
clearances for complex work pieces.
/PXUIFPQFSBUPSIBTUIFPQUJPOUPVTFGPVSEJGGF
rent tool heights. With the goat‘s foot tools he has
extended free space available. Using the sharp nose
CMBEFIFIBTDMFBSBODFTGPSCFOETVQUPéBMTP
with longer sides.

Thus, not only was the positioning of the tool case
adjusted to the ergonomics but also the foot pedal for
a fast opening and closing of the clamping beam has
been reengineered. Thanks to a much bigger clamping
beam stroke, it is now much more comfortable to
manipulate sheets for clamping.
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Tools and technical data
'PSFWFSZUBTLBTVJUBCMFUPPMoXJUIUIFIJHIRVBMJUZTFHNFOUFEUPPMT
from Schröder your are folding exactly and bend radii with highest
precision.
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1,000 x 1.5

1,250 x 1.5

1,500 x 1.5
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4IFFUUIJDLOFTT /NN )
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Working length


%JNFOTJPOT-8)

NN

Lowering of folding beam

3"-MJHIUHSFZ
3"-TBQQIJSFCMVF

Standard colour
$PSOFSQBSUTYNNXJEUI

"MMTQFDJmDBUJPOTBSFDPOTJEFSFEBTHVJEFMJOFTBOENBZCFTVCKFDUUPDIBOHFBUBOZUJNF

150/180

41

17
30°

40
26

45

15

Lateral cut: standard tools

50

30

77

120

30°

12

142

110
55

26

Lateral cut: high version tools on the
clamping beam, folding beam and
bottom beam

Lateral cut: sharp nose blade
ééSFTQFDUJWFMZ
SBEJVTCMBEF3

4UBOEBSEFRVJQNFOU
ASK 3
Bottom beam
tools

Bottom beam blade,
free space 55 mm,
segmented incl. corner parts

'PMEJOHCFBN
tools

Combi-folding blade,
NNIJHI NN 
GSFFTQBDFNN
segmented incl. corner parts

Clamping beam
tools

(PBUATGPPUCMBEF NNIJHI é TIBSQ 
DMFBSBODFNN GPPUXJEUINN
GSFFTQBDFNN 
segmented incl. corner parts
NBUFSJBMTUSFOHUI/NNñ

55

30

77

120

15

50

12

30°

110

26

130

40

4QFDJBMFRVJQNFOU
ASK 3

130

110

hardened
/NNñ

Goat‘s foot blade,
NNIJHI é 3 
DMFBSBODFNN 
GPPUXJEUINN
GSFFTQBDFNN 
segmented incl. corner parts

Goat‘s foot blade,
NNIJHI é 3 
DMFBSBODFNN 
GPPUXJEUINN
GSFFTQBDFNN 
segmented incl. corner parts
T NN

30°

30°

Goat‘s foot blade,
NNIJHI é 3 
DMFBSBODFNN 
GPPUXJEUINN
GSFFTQBDFNN 
segmented incl. corner parts
T NN

30

30

50

170/200

R5

200

Clamping beam
tools

R2

50

30
30°

3BEJVTCMBEF3

26

180

4IBSQOPTFCMBEFéé TIBSQ

41

30°

/NNñ

Goat‘s foot blade,
NNIJHI é TIBSQ 
DMFBSBODFNN 
GPPUXJEUINN
GSFFTQBDFNN 
segmented incl. corner parts
T NN

150/180

Goat‘s foot blade,
NNIJHI é TIBSQ 
DMFBSBODFNN 
GPPUXJEUINN
GSFFTQBDFNN 
segmented incl. corner parts
T NN

17

142

Clamping beam
tools

120

GSFFTQBDFNN
XJEUINN
lowered folding beam
(Only possible to order ex works!)

170

'PMEJOHCFBN
tools

45

150

GSFFTQBDFNN
XJEUINN
lowered bottom beam
(Only possible to order ex works!)

30°

Bottom beam
tools

50

Note:
Clamping beam tools at different heights, also in special forms, can be retroﬁtted at any time.
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Schröder Group
The Schröder Group consists of Hans Schröder
Maschinenbau GmbH, which is located in Wessobrunn,
Germany, and 4$)3Ñ%&3'"45* Technologie GmbH,
which is located in Wermelskirchen, Germany.
'PVOEFEJO )BOT4DIS´EFS.BTDIJOFOCBV
(NC)VOJmFTUSBEJUJPOBMBOENPEFSOBQQSPBDIFTJO
NBDIJOFCVJMEJOH4VDDFTTGVMMZNBOBHFEBTBRVBMJUZ
and customer-oriented, family-owned company,
Hans Schröder Maschinenbau is specialized in
the development of modern machine concepts for
bending and cutting sheet metal.

All information provided as a guide only
and subject to change at all times.
)4.&/

Hans Schröder Maschinenbau GmbH
'FVDIUFO]8FTTPCSVOO'PSTU](FSNBOZ
5 ]' 
&JOGP!TDISPFEFSHSPVQFV
www.schroedergroup.eu

5IFTVDDFTTGVMJOUFHSBUJPOPGUIF'BTUJ$PNQBOZJO
BOEJUTXPSMEXJEFQSFTFODFNBLFUIF4DIS´EFS
Group one of today‘s leading providers of machines
for bending, cutting, beading, ﬂanging, and circular
bending all types of sheet metal. The company‘s
precision machines range from proven solutions for
craftsmen to innovative, high-performance machines
for automatic industrial production processes. Overall,
UIF4DIS´EFS(SPVQDVSSFOUMZFNQMPZTNPSFUIBO
people at various locations at home and abroad.

